
Muskeg, Not In Stillness 
 
For those defending the land in and around mistahi-sâkahikanihk / Lac La Ronge 
 
I know a place 
the end of this leaf’s spine: 
let your finger be drawn, find 
out where it pulls you, vein 
against vein, find out 
where its floating ended, 
where only the tips would rustle, 
turn to the tree unknowing of who grew whom. 
 
We still our hike, 
peachy, fresh, our shoes still comfortable; we hesitate 
to step off the boardwalk. 
Unaware. We won’t know when 
our path will cross the traplines, branch 
into the trails opened 
by refugee caribou. The trees mnemonic – 
holding treaties I won’t be taught to read. 
 
Clouds layering 
over a grey sun. Poplars here, 
and the smell of recently distant poplars burning. Having 
moved through witches’-broom and, 
just about here, cleared the forest line, 
it becomes space to hug mushrooms, 
toast black spruce cones, lay coral 
on a bed of wild rice – sundews hoping for the remaining flies. 
 
Fifteen hundred 
years of flesh, feedings of light, 
feedings in darkness 
leaves and roots and branches and trunks all at once. 
Cool water and medicine I haven’t asked about. 
Return something of the child. This land, all 
land, in layers, captured 
breath of ancestors, of today’s hunger, held – for now. 
 
An eye to mine. 
There are more pressing riches to release from 
the ground just north of here – 
follow the right vein, any 
one of these spines. Count the steps 
between All Saints and the cemetery, between 



the cemetery and the mass grave, years stilled. 
All for a saw mill then, acidity now; always for other growths. 
 
In these growths here 
certainty in struggle, perhaps fear of a slink revolution. Care. Letters kept  
about sewage spreading, another bog, downwind from the school,  
drying out. What was once self, laid bare. A trade of trees  
for posts, for walls, for dark corners, for floors to wax; ceilings  
for a noctambulant loneliness, for footsteps. The fence outside 
a broadside for paths and homes, the trip that might still come, the return. 
The muskeg holds it too. 
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